ABSTRACT
The problem of structurally passive synthesis of multidimensional digital filters of the quarter-plane causal type as an interconnection of more elementary building blocks directly in the discrete domain has been addressed via the factorization of the chain matrix, the hybrid matrix and the transfer function matrix associated with a prescribed multidimensional lossless two-port. By exploiting recent results on the discrete domain representation of such matrices a generalized lossless two-port matrix has been introduced to present all three factorizations in an unified setting. Necessary and sufficient conditions for factorability as well as an algorithm for computing these factors when they exist are obtained. In particular, it is shown that in one-dimension the factorizations can always be performed. Thus, in 1-D, discrete domain algorithms for synthesizing previously unpublished internally passive structures as well as alternative methods of synthesis for more conventional structures such as the cascade structure are also obtained as a byproduct of our discussion. Since most multidimensional applications dictate that the filter be either symmetric or (quasi) antimetric, special attention is paid to the problem of synthesis of these subclasses of multidimensional lossless two-ports. filters [1] , [17] . Recently, however, successful attempts to derive these and similar other discrete domain results without making explicit use of tools of classical network theory have been made. Notable among these are the orthogonal filters [2] , [4] , [14] , [15] and the class of filters referred to as the lossless bounded real (LBR) filters described in [3] , [13] and in related other publications.
In view of interest in the synthesis of multidimensional (k-D) wave digital filters, the problem of synthesis of k-D lossless two-port scattering transfer matrix via the bisection of a prescribed two-port into a cascade connection of two lossless two-port sections of smaller "degree" has been addressed in the continuous domain in [5] . Factorability of continuous domain two-port scattering matrices has also been studied recently [11] in the multidimensional
context. An attempt to develop a complete and self-consistent theory for the synthesis of k-D structurally passive quarter-plane causal type digital filters independent of the continuous domain methods have already been initiated in [8] , [9] and [10] by discussing the discrete domain stability properties of a class of multidimensional polynomials. In the present paper the problem of synthesizing a k-D discrete quarter-plane causal type lossless two-port as a structurally passive interconnection of more elementary digital building blocks directly in the discrete domain is approached by the methods of factoring the chain matrix, the hybrid matrix and the transfer function matrix associated with a lossless two-port. By following recent results in [9] it can be shown that each of these matrices can be uniquely expressed by means of a set of three polynomials in a form analogous to the Belevitch canonical form [16] of classical circuit theory. For the purpose of unified presentation of results, a matrix referred to as the (multidimensional) generalized lossless two-port matrix, which can be viewed as a generalization of the multidimensional chain matrix, the hybrid matrix and the transfer function matrix has been introduced.
Interestingly, in 1-D this matrix can be categorized under the class of sigma lossless rational matrices considered, for example, in [12] , [26] . The problem of factorizing this generalized lossless two-port matrix into the product of two matrices of identical type can then be viewed as a problem of structurally passive synthesis of multidimensional two-ports. It must be noted that factorization of chain matrix, when feasible, yield networks having cascade structures as shown in Figure 1 , whereas the factorization of hybrid matrix and transfer function matrix, when feasible, yield networks having the topological structure as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for this generalized factorization problem so introduced to be solvable are obtained in the present paper via constructive techniques. As expected from our previous study of analogous problems in the continuous case [5] , [11] it turns out that the factorization may not be feasible in a generic multidimensional (k>2) situation. However, the impossibility of factorization of the chain matrix does not by any means rule out the feasibilty of factorization of the transfer function matrix. Exactly the same comment also applies if the role of three types of matrices (i.e., chain, hybrid and transfer function) are permuted in any posssible manner (cf.
Section 7)
. Furthermore, in order for the factorizations under consideration to yield computable digital filters the structures resulting from the factorization may not have any delay free loop. Apparently, this imposes a further constraint on the factorization not present in the corresponding continuous domain problems discussed in [5] and [11] . However, as shown in Section 5, this constrained problem can always be solved if and only if a solution to the unconstrained problem exists.
In the special case of 1-D, the criterion for factorability is always seen to be satisfied, thus guaranteeing the feasibility of factorization. Additionally, the factorization is seen to be nonunique. Our algorithm for computing these factors, however, enjoys two remarkable properties. First, it encompasses the entire family of possible solutions. From this point of view it may be remarked that although synthesis in cascade type structures has previously been considered, for example, in [2] , [14] , [15] and [3] , [13] our method, namely that of factoring the corresponding chain matrix, is somewhat more general. A second important property is that the factors can be computed essentially by solving a highly structured set of linear simultaneous equations, and thus can be potentially computed in a fast manner. On the other hand, although similar topological structures have been mentioned in [1] in the context of wave digital filters obtainable from analog prototypes, we are unaware of any previous work on discrete domain schemes for internally passive synthesis, Most multidimensional filtering tasks require the filter to have certain symmetries in their frequency response characteristics [7] . However, this demands that the two-port be either a symmetric or a (quasi) antimetric two-port. Motivated by potential applications of the results developed in the present paper to the design of multidimensional structurally passive digital filters, special attention to the synthesis of symmetric and (quasi) antimetric lossless two-ports have also been paid.
In section 2 a precise formulation of the problem along with some notation and terminology are introduced. In section 3 it is shown that the factorization problem so introduced is essentially algebraic in nature. An elementary step towards the general factorization problem is also taken here. In section 4 some properties of the fundamental equation which, in fact, is a linear version of the algebraic problem and is central to our study, are examined. Necessary and sufficient conditions for factorability and an algorithm for obtaining the factors, when they exist, are obtained in section 5. Section 6 discusses how the results so obtained yield new as well as known internally passive l-D digital filter structures. In section 7 remarks are made on computational considerations of the algorithm for synthesis, examples are worked out to demonstrate the need for factorability of three different kinds of matrices associated with discrete lossless two-ports, and the special cases of symmetric and (quasi) antimetric discrete two-ports are dealt with. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 8.
NOTATIONS, TERI
GY A POLE FRUIATICI:
English capital letters are used to denote polynomials and rational functions in k-variables: z-(z 1 , z 2 .. ''., Zk). The notation z n is used to denote the n 1 n 2 n k monomial (Zl z 2 ... Z k ) n being the k-tuple of nonnegative intergers (n 1 , n2','' nk). Also, A -A (z 1   2 , . Zz k ) where * denotes complex conjugation. The notation degiA will be taken to mean the partial degree of the polynomial A in the variable z i . Occasionally we shall also use the notation A to denote Az-with n-(nl,n2,...nk), where ni-degiA. Similarly for B and C etc.
The notation lzl < 1 denotes Izil < 1 for i-1 to k. Similar notations with < replaced by <, >, >, -etc. are also used.
Definitions and properties of various classes of multidimensional Schur polynomials and multidimensional rational discrete positive functions which have arisen in studies on passive discrete multidimensional systems are included in Appendix A. These properties are crucial in the understanding of the discussions that will follow. Proofs of these properties can be found in Also, note that a given Z can be uniquely represented as in (2.1) by requiring that A(0)-1. The representations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) can be regarded as canonic in this sense. (ii) y is a unimodular constant, i.e., JyI -1 (2.4b)
Note that as a consequence of (2.4c) and (2.4d) we also have:
For the purpose of a unified presentation of the discussions that will follow, matrices e, r and I associated with a lossless two-port will be viewed as a matrix * associated with the lossless two-port as expressed in (2.5) while properties (P1) through (P4) hold true. A (2 X 2) matrix such as the one in (2.5) will be said to be a generalized lossless two-port matrix if the above properties (P1) through (P4) hold true.
X-(/W)
Since it can be shown that
where * denotes the Hermitian transpose, the one-dimensional counterpart of f thus, falls into the class of sigma-lossless transfer functions studied in [12] , [26] . Since factorability of the t-matrices form the major topic discussed in the present paper, our results can also be viewed as a multidimensional generalization of the factorability of 1-D sigma-lossless transfer function elucidated in [12] , [26] .
We note the following identification of the parameters of the matrix 4 in terms of the parameters of the chain matrix 0, the hybrid matrix r or the transfer function matrix E. 
X'
a'Y'Z n-X"
Consider first two generalized lossless two-port matrices 4', V" expressible respectively in terms of X', Y', W', a' and X", Y", W" , a" which satisfy properties analogous to those satisfied by X, Y, W, a in 4 as in (P1) to (P4).
Specifically, one obtains: 
for all i=l to k (2.9b) (iv) X' and X" are scattering Schur when p=1, whereas W' and W" are scattering Schur when p=-l. is also a generalized lossless two-port matrix.
Proof: Given 4' and 4" define X, Y, W and a and n=(nln 2 ... nk) as follows.
n. = n! + n' for each i=l to k (2.14)
It then follows from =-'=" in a straightforward manner that 4 can be expressed However, to prove that 4 is a generalized lossless two-port matrix we consider the rational function F = X/(X'X"). In view of (2.12a) we also have:
It follows from (2.8) with p=l that on lzj = 1 we have IY'/X' I < 1, whenever X'
• 0 and IY"/X"l < 1, whenever x" • 0. Thus, Re F > 0 for Jzl = 1, whenever X's 0 and x" • 0. Next, since X' and X" are scattering Schur, by invoking Note that in the case p=l1 if D is a nonconstant polynomial involving, say, z i , then the two-port associated with 4 is degenerate in the sense that in (2.16) mi < ni=n! + n". The main problem addressed in the present paper, however, is 1i 1 1' the converse problem of finding a non-degenerate factorization 4 = 4'0" of a prescribed generalized lossless two-port matrix 4 into two factors of its own kind. More specifically, we have the following problem.
MAIN PROBLEM: Given a generalized lossless two-port matrix 4 as in (2.5), two constants c', a" such that Ia1' = lI"l = 1 and a = pa'a", and the polynomial factorization W = W'W" along with two k-tuples of nonnegative intergers n'=(ni, n,....nl) and n"=(n 1 , ni,...n") such that deg i w' < nj deg i W" < n" and n. =
ni + n" for all i=1 to k, we seek a factorization · = I'Q", or equivalently,
find polynomials x', Y', X" and Y" such that (2.12) along with (2.8) and (2.9)
hold. Furthermore, if p=1 (or p=-l) then we require X' and X" (or W' and W") to be scattering Schur.
It proves to be convenient to introduce the following two definitions: 
SOLTICN l TE ALBRAC ETICN:
Clearly, any solution to the problem of factorization of $ = *'$" is also a solution to the algebraic equation. The converse statement is obvious if f is such that p=-l i.e., W is scattering Schur. The validity of the converse statement when p=l i.e., when x associated with 4 is scattering Schur is nontrivial but can be proved as follows in Theorem 3.1. Thus, the problem of factoring 4 reduces to that of solving a purely algebraic problem namely that of finding a solution to the algebaic equations. 
Proof:
The case when p = -1 trivially follows from scattering Schur property of W = W'W". When p = 1 i.e., X is scattering Schur, consider the rational function defined as:
Furthermore, by adding the product of (2.12a) and (X') to the product of (2.12b) and (-pY') and subsequently by using (2.8a), one obtains X" = (XX' -pYY')/(W'W'). Substituting the last expression in (3.1) straightforward manipulation yields the following:
It follows respectively that from (P2) and (2.8a) that on Izj=1 we have IY/XI < 1, whenever X • 0 and IY'/X'I < 1, whenever X' # 0. An examination of (3. We shall need the following fact as a preparation to the factorization problem addressed in the present paper. The proof of Proposition 3.2 is shown in Appendix B.
PRDPERTIES OF -TE FU NDMENTIL EUATIOCN.
In this section certain properties of the fundamental equation ( 
is also a solution to the fundamental equation.
where
Proof: One obtains (4.2) by adding the product of tilde of (2.17) and pY to the product of (P2) and X' and subsequently by using (2.11), (2.14) and trivial manipulations.
(
Due to the upper bounds on the degrees of X', Y', Y" imposed by (2.18) and deg i W"< n", it follows from (4.lb,c) that P and Q are polynomials. The fact that X" in (4.1a) is a polynomial then follows from (4.2) in view of relative
The fact that degi(pY'z-) and degi(X'z-), for each i=l to k, is upper bounded by n i is obvious. In order to prove that degiX" < n' we first note that it I 1 -1 follows from (4.lb, c) and the upper bounds on the degrees of X, Y, X', Y', X" and Y" that for all i=l to k we have:
It is then necessary to distinguish between the following two cases.
(i) If p=l i.e., X is scattering Schur then degi(Xz n ) = n i for all i=1 to k.
It then follows from the first equality in (4.1a) and (4.3a) that degiX" < n'
for all i=1 to k.
(ii) If p=-l i.e., W, and thus W', is scattering Schur we consider two sets of indices I1, I2 such that i E I 1 if degiW' = nj, whereas i ¢ 12 if degiW' < n!.
If i ¢ I 1 then due to scattering Schur property of W' we have degi(W'W'z-) = 2n i . The desired result then follows from (4.3b) and second equality in (4.1a).
On the other hand, if i ¢ 12 then from (2.9a), (2.11) and (2.14) it follows that Wz n must have a factor z i , and thus, X does not have a factor z i because n n n Wz-and X are assumed to be coprime. Consequently, degiXz-=n i . The result then follows from (4.3a) and first equality in (4.1a). .4) is a polynomial. To prove that N is a constant, note that the following inequalities hold true for all i=l to k.
Consider two sets of indices I1, 12 such that i g I 1 if degiX = ni, whereas i c 12 if degiX < n i. If i ¢ I 1 then from (4.5a) and first equality (4.4) it follows that N does not involve z i. If i C I2 then Xz n has the a factor z i .
Consequently, due to the assumed relative primeness of XXz n and WWz n it follows from (2.9a), (2.11) and (2.14) that neither W' nor W'z-may have the factor zi, which in turn respectively imply that deg i (W'z-)= n l and degiW'=n . .
Therefore, due to (4.5b) and the second equality (4.3a) N may not involve z i .
Thus, N = constant. . 
Since due to Lemma 4.3 and the nonsingularity of {Xi, Yj, Y1}, K 1 is a nonzero to the product of second equality of (4.1a) via (4.1c) and (-Y') and subsequently by using (2.8a). Likewise, (2.12a) is obtained by adding the product of (2.17) and pY'z n -to the product of second equality of (4.1a) via (4.1c) and (-X') and subsequently by using (2.8a). Finally, we obtain (2.8b) by substitituting (2.12a) and (2.12b) in (P2) and then using (2.11) and the total number of linear simultaneous equations can easily be found to be equal to e, u and e being as given in (5.4a,b) below.
Since for k>l we have e>u in a generic situation a solution to the problem of factoring ~ into two matrices of identical kind may not exist.
Delay free loop: In order for the digital network synthesized via the factorization of 4 to be 'computable' it may not contain delay free loops arising from interconnection of two sections. It is known [1] that this problem can always be circumvented, at least in the one-dimensional case, by incorporating digital equivalents of unit elements. The structures resulting from factorizations e = e'e", r = r'r", ? = s'i" are shown in Figures 1, 2 and   3 respectively. An examination of directions of signal flows in Figure 3 shows that the topological structure arising from the factorization of . as Z = E'Z" cannot contain any delay free loop at the junction of the two-ports E' and E".
On the otherhand, Figures 1 and 2 clearly show that the topological structures arising from the factorization of ® as 0 = O'e" and r as r = r'T" may contain delay free loops unless special attention is paid to this issue (note that both of these cases correspond to the choice p=1). However, as shown in the following, delay free loops at the junction of the two-ports associated with 4' and 4" may always be avoided by extracting an appropriate constant (generalized) lossless two-port matrix from 4" and subsequently combining it with 4' (the obvious alternative of extracting a constant matrix from 4' and combining it with "' also apply).
Fact 5.4: Any generalized lossless two-port matrix 4" with p=l can be factored into the product of two matrices O' and "' of the same type i.e., fr"=V"t"
where 4" = constant as defined in (5.5), and 9" is such that the Y-polynomial f r associated with it assumes a zero value for z-0O. The algorithm for factoring 4 can then be summarized as follows:
Step 1: If the prescribed 4 be such that associated XXz n and WWz n are coprime then proceed to Step 2. Otherwise, factor 4=4-1o042 as described in the proof of Step 3: If at least one of the two linearly independent solution is nonsingular i.e., X'X' X pY'Y' for any i then proceed to Step 4. Otherwise, proceed to Step
Step 5.
Step Step 5: Find the constant L as in (5.3b) and p, q such that 2Re(pq L) = 1. Form
Step 6: Find X" from (2.12a). Thus, {X', Y'j and {X", Y"} i.e., I' and I" are obtained.
Step coefficients if a and S are chosen to be real. Since this implies that the coefficients of X" are real, the factors 4' and 4" would then also be real.
CNE-DIMENSIONAL SYNESIS AS A SPECIAL CASE:
In the one-dimensional case i.e., if k = 1, a closer examination of ( On the other hand, an arbitrary lossless transfer function matrix Z (in this case, we may not assume Y(O) to be zero) with n 1 = 1 or n 1 = 2 can be realized by using the elementary sections described above only after a Gray -Markel section has been extracted from the corresponding chain matrix (or hybrid matrix) so as to effect a zero value for B(O).
Thus, an arbitrary lossless two-port can indeed be synthesized as an interconnection of Gary-Markel sections and the sections depicted in Figures 4 and 5 only. Note that sections of Figure 4 and 5 were introduced by Dewilde and Deprettere in the context of cascade synthesis [19] , and can be viewed as scaled versions of interconnections of wave digital filter adapters [18] .
DISC[USSIONS AND ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES:
The purpose of this section is many fold. First, we examine the structure of known that such symmetries dictate that the two-port be either symmetric or (quasi) antimetric in the sense of classical network theory (to be made precise later in this section). This is indeed the case, for example, in the design of 2-D fan [20] and k-D circularly symmetric [21] wave digital filters based on transformations from analog prototypes. Therefore, the factorability of the E-matrix associated with these subclasses of discrete lossless two-ports is also undertaken in the present section.
A. Computational considerations:
For the purpose of the present discussion, the following notations will be adopted.
where z' is the k-tuple of integers (z 2 , Z 3 ... 'Zk) and Pi=Pi(z'), Qi--Qi(z'), R.=R.(z') and P!=P!(z'), Q-Qi(z' ), RI=RI(z') are polynomials in z'. Then the (2.17) can be written in the form of (7.3):
T](7. degiP < nj 1 degiQ• < ni degiR < n"' (7.4)
As remarked earlier, if k>2 for a given T(z) a solution V(z) satisfying (7.3a) and (7.4) may not, in general, exist. However, the following approach may be adopted in attempting a viable solution. First, find the Hermite reduced form H(z') of T(z') via the pseudo-division algorithm as described, for example, in [22] , [23] i.e., find a unimodular matrix U(z') such that U(z')T(z') = H(z') is in Hermite form. Since T(z'), and thus, H(z') has (nl+ni+l) columns, but (nl+ni+3) rows, the last K rows (K>2) of H(z') are identically zero.
Consequently, each of the last K rows of U(z' ) belong to the left null space of T(z' ). However, in order for any vector belonging to this space to correspond to a solution of the fundamental equation, (7.4) must be satisfied, which, generically, may fail. To elaborate further on this it may be remarked that (proof ommitted for brevity) in the special case of 2-D i.e., when k=2 and if n2=n 2 a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of two linearly independent solutions to the fundamental equation i.e., that of factorability of 4 is that the dimensionality of left null space of T(z')=T(z 2 ) be exactly two and the two left Kronecker indices [23] of the polynomial matrix T(z')=T(z 2 ) be each equal to n'=n". We have so far been unable to establish an analogous characterization of factorability when n2Hn".
In the 1-D case (k=l), however, both V=V(z' ) and T=T(z') in equation (7.3a) are constant matrices. Furthermore, since it is known that the lower shift matrices T 1 , T 2 and T 3 are closely related to Toeplitz as well as resultant-like matrices, the linear simultaneous equation (7.3a) can be potentially solved by exploiting recently developed fast algorithms for solving such equations [24] .
Furthermore, it can be shown by pursuing the proof technique for Theorem 5.3 that in obtaining two linearly independent solutions to the fundamental equation, one of the zeros of the polynomial Y"(z 1 ) may be chosen arbitrarily.
Once such a choice is made, the solution to the fundamental equation becomes essentially unique except for a constant scale factor multiplying each of the polynomials {X', Y', Y") in the solution. It can be shown that each of these three polynomials in this solution can in turn be expressed via closed form determinantal formulas as discussed in [25] . From a computational standpoint this latter method, as opposed to the Toeplitz-like method mentioned above may not, however, be the most inexpensive when the integers ni, n', and thus, n are large.
B. Examples on factorability of I, 0 and r:
We next illustrate by three examples that in multidimensions by viewing the +-matrix as three different types of matrices associated with a two-port, namely the transfer function matrix E, the chain matrix e and the hybrid matrix r, the synthesis of a larger class of discrete lossless two-ports can be attempted than by considering the factorization of a matrices of only one of the above kinds.
(I) Consider a discrete lossless two-port described by A = PQ, B, and C = 2RS, n = (3,3) and r=cr--l as in (2.1), where
In attempting a nondegenerate factorization of the corresponding 0-matrix (p=l) into nonconstant 0' and 0" we encounter the following distinct possibilities: (i) n'=(2,2), n"=(1,1), W'= C'= S, w"= C"= 2R (ii) n'=(1,1), n"=(2,2), W'= C' = R, W"-C" = 2S. Neither in case (i) nor in case (ii) we have two independent solutions to the fundamental equation (2.17) . Via Theorem 5.3, we thus conclude that 0 cannot be factored as 0'0". However, the corresponding £ can factored as £ = Z'," where E' and £" are described as (clearly, p=p'=p"=-1 in this case):
W'= A' = P, X'-B'= 2z 1 z 2 -2zlz 2 -2z 2 +2, Y'= C'= z 2 +2z 2 +1, a'= r'-1, n'= (1,2)
Since the above 0 can also be viewed as a hybrid matrix r (with slight modification in the sign of y), the example also demonstrates that there exists discrete lossless two-ports for which the associated transfer function matrix can be factored but the associated hybrid matrix may not be factorable.
(II) Consider the discrete lossless two-port given by A, B = 2PQ, C = RS, n=(2,2), y=o=l, where
An attempt to factor r into nondegenerate nonconstant factors r' and r" gives Note again that Y"(0)=B"(0)=O ensures that there is no delay free loop at the junction. By viewing the chain matrix as a hybrid matrix the same example with minor modifications can be used to show the existence of a discrete lossless two-port for which the transfer function matrix Z cannot be factored, although it is possible to factor the associated hybrid matrix r.
C. Symmetric and (quasi) antimetric two-ports:
A discrete lossless two-port will be called symmetric or (quasi) antimetric if (7.5) (or (7.5')) holds true. Note that the former case corresponds to fan type symmetry [20] , whereas the latter case correponds to circular symmetry [21] in frequency response.
C-Cz--, By-yBz-, (Co-nCz. , B=-yBz n ) (7.5) ((7.5'))
Let the rational functions L 1 and L 2 be defined as in (7.6) (or (7.6')) for symmetric (or (quasi) antimetric) filters.
Then it clearly follows from (2.4c) and (7.5) (or (7.5)') that L1L1=L2L2=1, and all--pass functions. By making use of (7.6) (or (7.6')), Z as in (2.1) can be expressed as in (7.7a) and (7.7b) in the symmetric case and as in (7.7'a) and Conversly, for any two discrete all-pass functions L 1 and L 2 the matrix Z obtained by using (7.7) (or (7.7')) is a valid transfer function matrix of a discrete lossless two-port. Thus, any multidimensional discrete lossless two-port can be equivalently described by means of two multidimensional all-pass functions L 1 , L 2 . We then have the following important result. Proof: Expressing £ = 1'," in terms of the corresponding L 1 and L 2 via (7.7)
(or (7.7')) and its counterparts for E' and Z", it follows that the
Since it can be easily shown by pursuing methods outlined in [9] that any rational all-pass function L can, in fact, be expressed as L=(P/P)z-in irreducible form, where P is a scattering Schur polynomial, Theorem 7.1 conveys the important fact that the factorability of multidimensional symmetric or (quasi) antimetric discrete lossless two-port transfer function matrices can be simply expressed in terms of factorability of two scattering Schur polynomials.
CONCLUSION:
The [9]
APPENDIX A
In this appendix, we introduce definitions and properties of various kinds of multidimensional Schur polynomials and multidimensional rational discrete positive functions associated with passive discrete multidimensional systems.
Proofs of these properties and other related definitions can be found in [9], 16].
A.1 DEFINITIONS:
Definition A. is not empty [6] .
Definition A.1.9: We say that Z is sequentially infinite of order m, 1 < m < k, if it can be generated as in Definition A.1.8 except for replacing everywhere the term "almost complete set" by the term "infinite set" [6] .
A.2. PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS CLASSES OF MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCHUR POLYNOMIALS:
Property A. it is then possible to show that F is a discrete positive function, and finally, X'X" is widest sense Schur, which is in contradiction with our construction that X'(O)=O.
(ii) p=-l: We claim that there exists 0O on Izi = 1, such that W'W' • 0 (cf. 
